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Abstract15

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) measurements are increasingly16

being used to measure small amplitude tectonic deformations over large spatial scales.17

Residual signals are often present at these scales, and are interpreted to be noise of in-18

determinate origin, limiting studies of long-wavelength deformation. Here, we demon-19

strate the impact of bulk motion by the Earth’s tectonic plates on InSAR-derived ve-20

locity fields. The range-dependent incidence angle of the InSAR observations, coupled21

with plate velocities of centimeters per year, can induce long-wavelength spatial gradi-22

ents of millimeters per year over hundreds of kilometers in InSAR-derived velocity fields.23

We show that, after applying corrections, including for the ionosphere and troposphere,24

plate motion represents the dominant source of long-wavelength secular velocity gradi-25

ents in multi-year time series for several study areas. This signal can be accounted for26

using plate motion models, allowing improved detection of regional tectonic strain at con-27

tinental scales.28

Plain Language Summary29

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) relies on repeat radar imaging30

to measure small motions of the Earth’s surface. These motions can be used to under-31

stand a range of processes happening below the surface, from hydrology to tectonics. We32

show how the slow motion of Earth’s tectonic plates can create a signal in InSAR data33

that may be confused with local tectonic signals. We also demonstrate a simple method34

for removing this signal, making InSAR more useful for studying very small motions over35

large areas of the Earth, especially in regions where we do not have good observations36

from other sources.37

1 Introduction38

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is an active imaging technique39

for measuring ground displacements that occur between repeat passes of an imaging plat-40

form, such as a satellite (e.g. Massonnet and Feigl (1998); Hanssen (2001); Simons and41

Rosen (2015)). InSAR deformation measurements are generally expressed relative to a42

single point, or ensemble of points, within the imaged area, usually assumed to be sta-43

ble through time (e.g. Mahapatra et al. (2018)). While InSAR has been used extensively44
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for measuring large amplitude (> 1 cm), deformation over short-wavelengths (< 100 km)45

(e.g. Massonnet et al. (1993); Merryman Boncori (2019)), other signals present in the46

data challenge our ability to measure deformation at the scale of millimeters per year47

over hundreds of kilometers.48

InSAR observations at long wavelengths are the combination of motion of the Earth’s49

surface, changes in the atmosphere, and measurement and processing errors. The Earth50

motion signals comprise the surface deformation of interest, e.g. from tectonic strain,51

volcanic activity or subsidence (Massonnet et al. (1993); Massonnet and Feigl (1998);52

Amelung et al. (1999)), along with solid Earth tides (SET) (X. Xu & Sandwell, 2020),53

and ocean tidal loading (Dicaprio et al., 2008). Atmospheric signals come from propa-54

gation delay through the ionosphere (Z.-W. Xu et al., 2004) and troposphere (Tarayre55

& Massonnet, 1996). Errors sources include the satellite orbits (Massonnet & Feigl, 1998),56

local oscillator drift (Marinkovic & Larsen, 2015), phase unwrapping (Biggs et al., 2007)57

and topography (Berardino et al., 2002).58

These effects can obscure small amplitude, long-wavelength signals in InSAR due59

to local tectonic processes, such as surface deformation from interseismic loading (e.g.60

Fournier et al. (2011); Parizzi et al. (2021)). Thus, it is common to not interpret long-61

wavelength signals from InSAR alone, instead removing them by empirically fitting 2D62

polynomial functions, known as “ramps”, to the data (e.g. Fialko (2006); Jolivet et al.63

(2015)), or combining InSAR velocities with Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)64

measurements in order to constrain the long-wavelength deformation (e.g. Weiss et al.65

(2020); X. Xu et al. (2021); Neely et al. (2020); Parizzi et al. (2020)). Such approaches66

are limiting when we wish to measure large-scale deformation in regions of sparse GNSS67

coverage (Chaussard et al., 2016; Neely et al., 2020).68

The quality of InSAR data and correction methods have substantially increased69

over the last several years. The European Space Agency’s (ESA) Sentinel-1 satellites have70

been regularly acquiring data for significant portions of the planet since late 2014. Sentinel-71

1 offers the advantages of improved orbital controls and uncertainties, reducing the noise72

contribution from satellite orbits (Fattahi & Amelung, 2014), as well as unrestricted data73

access. Split-band processing now allows for the estimation of the ionospheric signal di-74

rectly from the InSAR data (Gomba et al., 2016; Fattahi, Simons, & Agram, 2017; Liang75

et al., 2019), and higher quality weather models have improved the correction of tropo-76
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spheric phase (Li et al., 2005; Doin et al., 2009; Jolivet et al., 2011). Techniques for re-77

moving the SET (X. Xu & Sandwell, 2020) and ocean tidal loading signals (Dicaprio et78

al., 2008; Yu et al., 2020) have also been developed, among other correction methods.79

After corrections, there may still be long-wavelength residuals in multi-year Sentinel-180

time series, including from the troposphere, which can contribute up to 5 mm/yr over81

150 km (Parizzi et al., 2021), and orbital errors, contributing around 0.5 mm/yr over 10082

km for Sentinel-1 (Fattahi & Amelung, 2014).83

In this work, we focus on the contribution of coherent uniform motion of Earth’s84

tectonic plates to the long-wavelength component of InSAR-derived velocity fields. The85

satellite line-of-sight (LOS) vector varies systematically in the satellite range direction86

(i.e. across the satellite track). causing a changing sensitivity to ground deformation with87

range. Bulk motion of tectonic plates in the satellite frame of reference, coupled with88

this LOS variation, can create quasi-linear gradients in InSAR-derived velocity fields, re-89

sulting in ramps, predominantly in the satellite range direction. This effect has been noted90

before, e.g., by Bähr et al. (2012), Bähr (2013) and Parizzi et al. (2020). Here, we demon-91

strate that plate motion creates ramps of several millimeters per year, across the 250 km92

track width, in six multi-year Sentinel-1 InSAR time series. After other corrections have93

been applied, plate motion is the dominant long-wavelength signal in our data, and we94

show that this signal can be straightforwardly compensated for using plate motion mod-95

els. This adjustment is not currently part of several open-source InSAR time series anal-96

ysis packages (e.g Hooper et al. (2012); Agram et al. (2013); Yunjun et al. (2019); Mor-97

ishita et al. (2020)), and we provide an implementation of the method in the MintPy pack-98

age (Yunjun et al., 2019).99

2 The Reference Frame of InSAR Measurements100

Quantifying ground deformation using InSAR requires a precise measurement of101

the satellite orbit ephemerides (Fattahi & Amelung, 2014; Peter, 2021). For Sentinel-102

1 the orbit is measured with respect to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF)103

(Peter, 2021), an Earth-centered, Earth-fixed reference frame in which there is no net104

rotation of the Earth’s surface (Altamimi et al., 2016). Observations of absolute ground105

motion relative to the satellite are therefore also in ITRF (Bähr et al., 2012; Lazecky &106

Hooper, 2022).107
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However, it is not possible for InSAR to record absolute motions due to the 2π am-108

biguity in the interferometric phase (e.g. Massonnet and Feigl (1998)). Instead, displace-109

ment measurements are generally expressed relative to a reference point within the im-110

aged region, assumed to be stationary. Velocities can then be obtained from functional111

fits to displacement time series, with inferred velocities also expressed relative to this point.112

Selecting the reference point is not equivalent to expressing the InSAR velocities

in a reference frame moving with that point (Bähr et al., 2012; Bähr, 2013). We must

therefore consider how velocities in ITRF appear in the InSAR deformation field. We

represent the 3D ITRF secular velocity field of the Earth’s surface as:

v(x) = vp(x) + vd(x). (1)

vp(x) is the velocity field due to the strain-free motion of the relevant rigid plate in ITRF,113

and vd(x) is the velocity due to internal deformation of the plate, for example due to114

tectonic, volcanic, or hydrological processes.115

Defining the LOS unit vector pointing from the ground to the satellite as l̂(x), the

LOS projection of the 3D velocity field, minus the InSAR reference velocity, can be writ-

ten as:

vl(x) = v(x) · l̂(x)− v(x′) · l̂(x′), (2)

where the reference is at point x′. vl(x) is the secular velocity that will be measured by116

the satellite, assuming all other signals and noise can be neglected.117

In ITRF, vl(x) has a contribution from the plate motion, which we can write as:

vl,p(x) = vp(x) · l̂(x)− vp(x
′) · l̂(x′). (3)

The second term, from the reference, is constant, while the first term depends on the spa-118

tial variation of vp(x) and l̂(x). The LOS vector l̂(x) can vary substantially over an im-119

age swath. For Sentinel-1, the incidence angle (the angle between the LOS and the ver-120

tical) varies approximately from 29° in the near range to 46° in the far range over the121

250-km-width of the imaging swath (for data acquired in Interferometric Wideswath mode).122

The range-dependent variation in l̂(x) implies a changing sensitivity to components of123

the 3D deformation field across the track, with sensitivity to horizontal motion increas-124

ing and vertical motion decreasing as we move from near range to far range. This range-125

dependent sensitivity causes uniform plate motions to appear as velocity ramps in the126

range direction when projected into the satellite LOS (Figure 1).127
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Figure 1. Illustration of how uniform horizontal and vertical motions result in ramps in

InSAR-derived velocity measurements. (a) Satellite images acquired from ascending (ASC) and

descending (DSC) orbital tracks, which have a varying LOS incidence angle across the track.

The term “range” refers to the distance from the ground target to the satellite, with near range

and far range the closest and furthest points from the satellite respectively. Red and blue arrows

represent the ground-to-satellite LOS vector in the near range for ASC and DSC tracks, respec-

tively. Grey and black arrows represent plate motion in the reference frame of the satellite. For

illustration purposes we assume the ASC and DSC tracks are parallel to each other but in op-

posite directions, ignore Earth curvature. Figure not to scale. (b) Profile of the horizontal plate

velocity projected into the LOS of the ASC and DSC tracks, against geographic distance along

the ground. (c) Same as (b), except for vertical plate motion, resulting in opposite gradients in

the LOS profiles. The observing geometry creates a small curvature in all profiles, which is exag-

gerated in the figure. For InSAR measurements, the LOS velocity is expressed relative to a point

within the image, so each of these profiles would be vertically shifted to intersect with the x axis

at the chosen reference point.
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The plate velocity, vp(x), also varies over an image swath. The motion of a rigid128

plate on Earth’s surface can be represented by a rotation rate about an axis, known as129

an Euler pole (McKenzie & Parker, 1967). Given the angular velocity of a chosen plate,130

Ω, we can write the velocity of any point, x, on that plate as vp(x) = Ω × x, where131

× is the cross product. Thus, the velocity field due to rigid plate motion varies with dis-132

tance from the plate’s Euler pole. This variation in vp(x) also contributes to the long-133

wavelength LOS velocity field.134

Because of the effect of plate motions, InSAR velocity measurements should not135

generally be considered to be in a local reference frame, despite the use of a local ref-136

erence point. Choosing a reference point within an InSAR image offsets InSAR veloc-137

ity measurements from the LOS projection of ITRF velocities by an unknown constant138

(Equation 1), but does not remove the long-wavelength gradients that can be induced139

by plate motion (Equation 3). If ITRF plate motion is negligible when projected to the140

LOS, and does not vary substantially over the InSAR track, or the satellite LOS vari-141

ation across the track is small, then vl,p(x) ≈ 0. Choosing a reference point that is sta-142

ble with respect to the plate is then approximately equivalent to putting the InSAR ve-143

locities into the reference frame of that plate, however this should not be generally as-144

sumed.145

Several authors have investigated the reference frame of InSAR observations, gen-146

erally in the context of using GNSS to put InSAR measurements into a terrestrial ref-147

erence frame (e.g. Mahapatra et al. (2018); Johnston et al. (2021)). The influence of plate148

motion on InSAR velocities has been noted by Bähr et al. (2012) and Bähr (2013), who149

term it the reference frame effect. Bähr et al. (2012) present this phenomenon in terms150

of a temporally increasing correction to the interferometric baseline, while Bähr (2013)151

notes that this can also be framed in terms of the varying satellite LOS causing differ-152

ing sensitivity to plate motion (the approach taken here). Parizzi et al. (2020) used plate153

motion models to adjust their LOS velocity fields after merging InSAR with GNSS. Au-154

thors have also noted the impact of plate motions on SAR geolocation accuracy (Cong155

et al. (2012)). Our focus here is to demonstrate that plate motions can explain a signif-156

icant fraction of observed residual long-wavelength surface velocities, after other correc-157

tions have been applied, and without combining InSAR data with GNSS.158
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3 Data and Methods159

3.1 Data Processing160

We present several examples using InSAR data from the ESA’s Sentinel-1 satel-161

lites, taken from ascending (ASC) and descending (DSC) tracks covering the Makran sub-162

duction zone (Iran), the Gulf of Aqaba (at the northern end of the Red Sea), and west-163

ern Australia. For each track, we process at least 5 years of data using the InSAR Sci-164

entific Computing Environment (ISCE) (Rosen et al., 2012; Fattahi, Agram, & Simons,165

2017). After forming the interferogram networks, we create deformation time series us-166

ing MintPy (Yunjun et al., 2019).167

Before examining residual signals due to plate motion, we apply corrections for the168

ionosphere, troposphere, SET, and digital elevation model (DEM) error. We use split-169

band processing to correct for the ionosphere (Liang et al., 2019), PyAPS and the ERA5170

weather model to mitigate the tropospheric delay (Jolivet et al., 2014; Hersbach et al.,171

2020), the method of Fattahi and Amelung (2013) for DEM error correction and PySolid172

to correct for SET (Milbert, 2018; Yunjun et al., 2022). Further details of our data and173

processing are presented in the supporting information (Text S1, S2 and Table S1).174

3.2 Adjusting InSAR Measurements for Plate Motion175

After all other corrections have been applied, we can then observe and account for176

the signal of plate motion. InSAR observations of ground motion are generally used to177

study regional deformation, rather than plate translations or rotations. For such pur-178

poses, a useful reference frame is one that moves with the plate in which we are trying179

to measure strain. Translating into this reference frame requires us to remove the sig-180

nal of plate motion in the satellite’s frame of reference, i.e. ITRF (Bähr, 2013; Parizzi181

et al., 2020).182

GNSS networks can be used to connect InSAR measurements to ITRF (e.g. Mahapatra183

et al. (2018); Johnston et al. (2021)), which can then be transformed into a reference frame184

moving with the chosen plate. In the absence of sufficient GNSS coverage, we can esti-185

mate the transformation into the plate’s frame of reference using the following steps:186

1. Choose an InSAR reference point, x′, that is stable with respect to the plate187

2. Find the velocity field of the plate within ITRF, i.e. vp(x)188
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3. Project that velocity field into the satellite LOS direction189

4. Subtract the LOS velocity of the reference point, vl,p(x
′), from the projected plate190

velocity to compute vl,p(x), which is then removed from the InSAR velocity map.191

Note that, after these steps, InSAR-derived velocities are still expressed relative to a ref-192

erence point, meaning that deformation and other signals seen at the reference point will193

still affect the entire scene.194

We use the geodetically constrained ITRF plate motion model of Altamimi et al.195

(2017) to estimate the plate velocity field. For each study region, we identify our refer-196

ence plate (Table S1), then use the modeled angular velocity of the plate to calculate hor-197

izontal velocities for our observation region. We then project these velocities into the LOS198

direction and remove them from the velocity map.199

4 Results200

4.1 The Importance of Removing Other Signals for Revealing Plate Mo-201

tion202

We expect plate motion to contribute below 8 mm/yr across the 250 km width of203

the Sentinel-1 tracks for our chosen regions (Figure S6), making it important to remove204

other signals to show what fraction of the residual velocity can be explained by plate mo-205

tion. For ASC tracks in the Makran and Gulf of Aqaba, ionosphere corrections have a206

particularly large effect on the long-wavelength velocity signal (e.g. contributing a 25207

mm/yr ramp along track 86 for the Makran, Figure 2), with DSC tracks showing sub-208

stantially less ionospheric signal. ASC tracks are acquired at dusk—a period of greater209

ionosphere activity than dawn, when DSC tracks are acquired. This impact is still no-210

table in C-band Sentinel-1 data, even though it suffers much less from ionospheric ef-211

fects than L-band (Fattahi, Simons, & Agram, 2017; Liang et al., 2019).212

We find that troposphere corrections have a less significant impact on the long-wavelength213

velocity signal than the ionosphere for ASC tracks, and a comparable effect for DSC tracks.214

Corrections for the SET have a small effect on the long-wavelength secular velocity, con-215

tributing below 0.5 mm/yr over several hundred kilometers. The range of DEM error216

corrections is less than ±0.5 mm/yr in our results and has a minimal contribution to the217
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long-wavelength velocity field. We show the impact of the above corrections for all tracks218

in Figures 2 and S1-S5, and present more details in Text S2.219

4.2 The Impact of Accounting for Plate Motion220

After applying the suite of corrections we are left with residual velocity ramps in221

all of our tracks, predominantly in the range direction. We present the results of plate222

motion adjustments for several tracks in Figures 3 and 4. Our results show that account-223

ing for plate motion removes a significant fraction of the residual velocity ramp in ev-224

ery case, reducing the across-track ramps from 4-7 mm/yr/track to below 1.5 mm/yr/track.225

For our data the plate motion signal is comparable to the troposphere in its effect on the226

long-wavelength velocity field.227

The proximity of the Arabian plate Euler pole to the Gulf of Aqaba study area re-228

sults in the plate velocity field varying appreciably within the tracks (Altamimi et al.,229

2017). This variation causes an additional LOS velocity ramp along the track, with an230

opposite direction for the ascending and descending tracks. Figures 4 (a) and (b) show231

how this along track gradient can be clearly seen in the data, and is well corrected for232

by the plate motion model. We do not see similar along-track ramps for Australia and233

Makran, which is consistent with the plate motion velocity field.234

5 Discussion235

Other authors have previously noted that plate motion will affect InSAR velocity236

measurements (e.g. Bähr et al. (2012)), however the narrower variation of the satellite237

LOS angle for earlier satellites, more limited data, and the presence of other significant238

long-wavelength signals, has made the signal difficult to isolate. The quality of recently239

available data and correction methods, and the wide swath of Sentinel-1, allow us to show240

the plate motion signal and the clear impact of accounting for it. Our results from the241

Gulf of Aqaba illustrate that plate rotation is an important part of the correction.242

After adjusting for plate motion, remaining long-wavelength signals could be due243

to the incomplete removal of some signals (predominantly the troposphere (Fattahi &244

Amelung, 2015; Parizzi et al., 2021)), sources that we have not corrected for (e.g. ocean245

tidal loading (Dicaprio et al., 2008) and orbital errors (Fattahi & Amelung, 2014)), or246

actual strain accumulation in the lithosphere—the signal that InSAR measurements of-247
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Figure 2. Cumulative impact of corrections on the InSAR-derived velocity field for Sentinel-1,

track 86 (ASC) over the Makran subduction zone. For plotting purposes, we remove the median

value from each velocity field. Positive values represent apparent motion towards the satellite.

Color bars are re-scaled between plots. Numbers in parentheses within the color bars refer to

the 2nd and 98th percentiles of the velocity. “az” is the azimuth direction (satellite direction of

motion), and “rg” the range direction (perpendicular to the satellite direction of motion). (a) No

corrections applied. (b) Estimated ionosphere removed. (c) Tropospheric model removed. (d)

SET model removed and DEM error (Topo) correction applied. (e) Plate motion correction ap-

plied. The positive signal around (28 °N, 62 °E) is post-seismic deformation from the 2013 Khash

earthquake (Barnhart et al., 2014). (f) Applied ionospheric correction. (g) Applied tropospheric

correction. (h) Applied SET correction. (i) Applied DEM error correction. Larger signals in

the south may be bias from tropospheric residuals (Fattahi & Amelung, 2014). (j) Applied plate

motion correction.
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Figure 3. The impact of plate motion adjustments for InSAR tracks over the Makran sub-

duction zone. For plotting purposes, we remove the median from each velocity field. (a) track 86

(ASC). After plate motion correction, the post-seismic signal from the 2013 Khash earthquake

(Barnhart et al., 2014) can be more clearly seen in the south-east of the figure. (b) track 20

(DSC). (c) Location of tracks (a) and (b) and the velocity field of the Eurasian plate, used to

correct the tracks. (i) Velocity before plate motion correction, but after other corrections have

been applied. (ii) Velocity after plate motion correction. (iii) Applied plate motion correction.

(iv). Across track profile of the velocity before plate motion correction. The number below each

profile is the gradient of the linear least squares fit to the profile. Note that profiles are plotted

as a function of ground range, which increases with distance from the satellite. (v) Across track

profile of the velocity after plate motion correction. (vi) Across track profile of the applied plate

motion correction.
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, but showing the tracks for the Gulf of Aqaba and Australia. (a)

Gulf of Aqaba, track 87 (ASC). (b) Gulf of Aqaba, trac 21 (DSC). (c) Location of tracks (a) and

(b) and the velocity field of the Arabian plate, used to correct the tracks. (d) Australia, track

119 (DSC) (e) Australia, track 46 (DSC). (f) Location of tracks (d) and (e) and the velocity

field of the Australian plate, used to correct the tracks. (i)-(vi) are as described in Figure 3.
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ten target. See Text S2 for more details on the contributors to long-wavelength resid-248

uals.249

Deficiencies in the plate motion model, or motion of the InSAR track reference point250

relative to the assumed plate, could also create long-wavelength residuals. Motion rel-251

ative to the plate will be of particular importance in areas of diffuse plate boundary de-252

formation, where it is not possible to choose a reference point that is stable with respect253

to the rigid plate. This could be the case for tracks covering the Makran subduction zone254

and the Gulf of Aqaba, both of which span plate boundary zones. In these situations,255

plate motion models may not fully account for the impacts of bulk motion, and using256

local GNSS measurements to put InSAR measurements into a local terrestrial reference257

frame could be necessary (Bähr, 2013).258

These results emphasise the importance of accounting for the reference frame be-259

fore interpreting long-wavelength InSAR-derived velocity fields. When using InSAR for260

studies of tectonic deformation, the most natural reference frame is one that is fixed to261

a stable region within the scene, so that we can interpret velocity gradients in terms of262

tectonic strain rather than strain-free translation and rotation. There are several situ-263

ations in which failing to account for the reference frame could bias the results:264

1. Combining multiple tracks to estimate 3D deformation (Fialko et al., 2001; Wright265

et al., 2004). In Text S4 and Figure S7 we show how plate motion can bias esti-266

mates of the 3D velocity field when we use an overlapping ascending and descend-267

ing track to calculate horizontal and vertical velocities.268

2. Modeling InSAR signals. If the long-wavelength signals in an InSAR velocity field269

are being modeled, and the model is assumed to not be rotating or translating,270

then a velocity ramp from plate motion may be modeled as strain accumulation271

and bias the results (e.g. changing the locking depth in a subduction zone model).272

3. Comparisons between GNSS and InSAR. Both data sets must be in the same ref-273

erence frame (Parizzi et al., 2020). If the GNSS are in a local reference frame, the274

InSAR and GNSS velocities will diverge at long wavelengths due to the signal of275

plate motion in the InSAR.276
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Studies which removed ramps from InSAR-derived velocities to account for orbital277

errors may have inadvertently removed the impact of plate motion in their observations278

as well, reducing the biases we outlined above.279

In this work, our primary focus is on the impact of horizontal plate motions, and280

we have not considered the contribution of long-wavelength vertical velocities. Horizon-281

tal plate motions in ITRF are generally at the scale of centimeters per year (Altamimi282

et al., 2017), with long-wavelength vertical motions, for example due to post-glacial re-283

bound, significantly smaller at millimeters per year (e.g. Riddell et al. (2020); Lau et al.284

(2020)). If an InSAR track is taken within a region that is experiencing constant ver-285

tical motion, this motion will also create a velocity ramp in the satellite LOS velocity286

field, but with ASC and DSC tracks having opposite gradients (Figure 1(c)). However,287

the amplitude of vertical velocities will result in smaller velocity gradients across the satel-288

lite track than those caused by horizontal motion (Text S3, Figure S6).289

6 Conclusion290

We have illustrated how InSAR velocity measurements are sensitive to tectonic plate291

motion in the satellite reference frame. This motion will induce ramps in the InSAR ve-292

locity fields, predominantly in the satellite range direction, of up to several millimeters293

per year. In all of our multi-year time series, plate motion was the dominant long-wavelength294

signal after ionospheric and tropospheric corrections were applied. We have presented295

a simple adjustment method, which uses plate motion models to remove the plate mo-296

tion signal from the InSAR velocity field. This adjustment substantially reduces long-297

wavelength ramps in multiple InSAR tracks from three different regions of the Earth.298

Routinely accounting for plate motion in InSAR could reduce biases when constraining299

long-wavelength tectonic strain induced by local geophysical phenomena. This adjust-300

ment is likely to be particularly useful where GNSS is not available to constrain the long-301

wavelength deformation. The signal of plate motion in InSAR data could also be used302

to improve plate motion models, which may be helpful where GNSS observations are sparse303

but high-quality InSAR data are available.304

7 Open Research305

The Sentinel-1 data were provided by the European Space Agency and downloaded306

from the Alaska Satellite Facility. InSAR data were processed using the InSAR Scien-307
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tific Computing Environment (ISCE) (Rosen et al., 2012), available at: https://github308

.com/isce-framework/isce2. Time series analysis was performed using the MintPy soft-309

ware (Yunjun et al., 2019), available at: https://github.com/insarlab/MintPy. Our310

plate motion correction method is implemented in MintPy as bulk_plate_motion.py311

(for review purposes this is available at: https://github.com/yuankailiu/MintPy/blob/312

GRL/mintpy/bulk plate motion.py). Other data processing was performed using Python.313

Plots were produced using Matplotlib and Cartopy in Jupyter Notebooks, available at314

https://zenodo.org/record/6606282.315
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